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1 Examples of Laws (?)

• Newton’s Second Law: F = ma

• Kepler’s Second Law: The line segment joining a planet and the Sun sweeps out equal areas
in equal intervals of time.

• The Second Law of Thermodynamics: The entropy of a thermally isolated system never
decreases.

• Bode’s Law: a = 4 + n, n ∈ {0, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, . . .}, where a = distance from planet to Sun
and a = 10 corresponds to Earth.

• Boyle’s Law: At constant temperature, p ∝ 1
V

• Mendel’s laws of inheritance (segregation, independent assortment and dominance)

• Laws of supply and demand

• Keynes’ “fundamental psychological law”: People are disposed to increase their con-
sumption with their income, but not by as much.

• Goodhart’s Law: Any observed statistical regularity will tend to collapse once pressure is
placed upon it for control purposes.

• The Pizza Principle: In NYC, the price of a slice of pizza = the price of a subway ride.

2 What do laws do?

2.1 Necessity and contingency

A statement is necessary := it is true in all possible circumstances, “in all possible worlds”.
A statement is contingent := it is true only in some possible circumstances, “in some possible
world”.

• A statement is contingent iff its denial is not necessary: ♦ ≡ ¬�¬.

• Any analytic statement is necessary. (Many define analytic := “logically” necessary.)

Laws seem to be “contingent necessities”, a.k.a. “natural necessities”, “nomic necessities” or “inner
connections”. But how can that be?

2.2 Laws and “Humean uniformities”

• ‘All F s are G.’

• ‘All F s have a probability p of being G.’ (0 < p < 1)

• ‘Quantities P and Q co-vary such that Q is some function of P , Q = f(P ).’

For the sake of simplicity (even: despite its simplicity), let us treat the first form as a template for
the others. But it is quite clear that not all true statements of the form ‘All F s are G’ are statements
of law-like behaviour. We need some account of what distinguishes the laws from statements of mere
“Humean uniformities”. Presumably, laws are “contingent necessities” while Humean uniformities
are just plain contingencies, notwithstanding their universal character.
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2.3 Laws and subjunctive conditionals

A hypothetical statement is of the form: ‘If A were to happen, then C would happen.’
A counterfactual statement is of the form: ‘If A had happened, then C would have happened.’

The notion of subjunctive conditional, often formalised as ‘A �→ C’ is the umbrella concept for
statements of this type.

What determines the truth or falsity of a subjunctive conditional? After all, it is not a claim about
what actually happened or will happen; it involves an appeal to possibilities. But which ones?

According to one popular analysis (due to Stalnaker and Lewis), A�→C is true iff (roughly speaking)
C is true in the “closest A-worlds”—i.e. the possible worlds which: (i) make A true; and (ii) agree as
much as possible with the actual world in the relevant ways, subject to (i). But what are the details
about how (ii) is implemented? (The problem of miracles.)

Here we find a role for laws of nature. Plausibly, the laws are what we “hold fixed” when exploring
the “closest A-worlds”. It is in this sense, perhaps, that laws of nature are contingent necessities: it
is contingent that they hold at all, but they set a standard of “closeness” of possible worlds such that
w is closer to w′ than w is to w′′ if w and w′, but not w and w′′, agree on what the laws are.

2.4 Laws as “governing” the phenomena

This is related to the notion that laws “govern” the relation between cause and effect. In particu-
lar, counterfactual accounts of causation (like Lewis’) also understand causal claims as subjunctive
conditionals. Roughly: c causally depends on e iff: (i) if c were to occur, the e would occur; and (ii)
were c were not to occur, then e would not occur. The subjunctive conditionals (i) and (ii) may be
analysed in terms of possible worlds, for which we need an account of what to hold fixed.

Perhaps related is the idea that laws play an indispensable role in explanations. More specifically, to
explain why some phenomenon occurred it is unsatisfactory simply to appeal to other contingently
true facts: what made that phenomenon occur, given those facts? What, given those facts, made
the phenomenon inevitable?

Finally, a realist may see an essential role for laws in overcoming the problem of induction. The
idea (articulated in Armstrong 1983) goes something like this: The prediction of future phenomena
is woefully insecure if that prediction is made on the basis of a mere Humean uniformity, since the
fact that a Humean uniformity has held up until now provides no reason for expecting it to hold in
the future (for reasons essentially similar to Hume’s considerations). However, if the prediction is
made on the basis of a law of nature, then—assuming we have the laws and all the initial conditions
right—the phenomena are in some sense inevitable.

3 The “best system” account

A.k.a. the Mill-Ramsey-Lewis account, this is also a sophisticated regularity account.

‘Laws are the consequences of those propositions which we should take as axioms if we knew every-
thing and organized it as simply as possible in a deductive system.’ (Ramsey, 1928)

L is a statement of a law of nature iff:

• L is a universal generalization (of the form ‘All F s are G’);

• L is a theorem in the best axiomatic system S.

What we should think of S as doing is providing constraints on how the world is, where the world
is conceived of as a “vast mosaic of local matters of particular fact.”
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Best := true and achieves the proper balance between simplicity (S contains few sentences, and its
sentences are syntactically simple, i.e. short) and strength (S is informative, in excluding a large
number of possibilities). (The “best system” as lossy data compression?)

‘Our standards of simplicity and strength, and of the proper balance between them,
apply—though we who are not omniscient have no occasion so to apply them—to the set
of all true deductive systems.’ (Lewis 1973, p. 74)

3.1 Victories for the “best system” account

• Lawhood is contingent: what is the best system depends on the facts. But laws are contingent
necessities in the sense that any two worlds with the same best system are deemed more similar
than any two worlds with distinct best systems.

• Lawhood is more than just Humean uniformity, since many Humean uniformities are too mis-
cellaneous or inelegant to be theorems of the best axiomatic system.

• This account explains why some attributions of lawhood are difficult (e.g. the Pizza Principle,
Bode’s “Law”): we don’t know (yet) whether they are theorems in the best system. It also
seems to explain why lawhood is a ‘rather vague and difficult concept’: maybe there is a tie
for best system; maybe there is no best system.

3.2 Problems for the “best system” account

• Subjectivism. What counts as “simple” or “strong”? What counts as the “proper balance”?
(Perhaps there will be a clear winner?)

• Gruesome predicates. We can gerrymander maximal simplicity and maximal strength by defin-
ing the right predicates.—But see Lewis’ (1983) appeal to natural properties. However, if what
counts as ‘simple’, and therefore what the laws are, is determined by which properties are the
natural properties, one wonders how one is supposed to discover which properties they are.

• Anarchism. This account, being a regularity theory, seems to offer no sense in which the laws
“govern” the phenomena—indeed the phenomena appear to govern what the laws are, through
the conditions of what counts as the “best” axiomatic system.

• Too strong? The connection between lawhood and “axiomhood” is analytic on this account.
But it seems possible that: (i) a law may be too complex and local to be a theorem of the best
system; and (ii) an axiom of the best system may be a mere Humean uniformity.

4 The necessitarian account

‘We need . . . to construe the law of something more than a mere collection of necessitations
each holding in the individual case. How is this to be done? I do not see how it can be
done unless it is agreed that there is something identical in each F which makes it an F ,
and something in each G which makes it a G. Then, and only then, can the collection of
individual necessitations become more than a mere collection. For then, and only then,
can we say that being an F necessitates being a G and, because of this, each individual
F must be a G. But this is to say that the necessitation involved in a law of nature is a
relation between universals’ (Armstrong 1983, p. 78)

‘It is a law that all F s are G’ means that N(F,G). N is a (higher-order) necessitation relational
universal, which holds between (first-order) universals, like having mass m or having entropy S. (N
may also be thought to hold between states of affairs.)
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N(F,G) ⇒ For all x: N(Fx,Gx) ⇒ For all x: if Fx, then Gx.

4.1 Victories for the necessitarian account

• Lawhood is contingent, on this account, since N(F,G), if true, is a contingent (higher-order)
fact. But laws are contingent necessities in the sense that N(F,G)’s being true necessitates
that all F s are Gs.

• Lawhood is more than just Humean uniformity, since it may happen to be true that all F s are
G, while it is false that N(F,G).

• On this account, it seems that laws really do “govern” the phenomena: they necessitate certain
uniformities. In this sense, the account appears to provide an explanation of why we hold the
laws fixed when determining the truth of counterfactual claims, and why laws play a role in
explanations.

4.2 A key problem for the necessitarian account

‘N(F,G) ⇒ All F s are G’. But what kind of necessity is denoted by ‘⇒’?

If “nomic” necessity, then: (i) Is this just the start of an infinite chain of ever-higher-order necessities?
(ii) We seem to lose the sense in which N is necessitating, since it is hereby possible that N(F,G)
while not all F s are G—since it is hereby possible that these two facts are not related by the relevant
higher-order necessitation relation (i.e., it is false that N2

(
N(F,G),All F s are G

)
).

If logical necessity, then how?

‘The inexplicability of necessitation just has to be accepted.’ (Armstrong, 92)

‘I find [these] necessary connections unintelligible. Whatever N may be, I cannot see
how it could be absolutely impossible to have N(F,G) and Fa without Ga. (Unless N
just is constant conjunction, or constant conjunction plus something else, in which case
Armstrong’s theory turns into a form of the regularity theory he rejects.) The mystery is
somewhat hidden by Armstrong’s terminology. He uses ‘necessitates’ as a name for the
lawmaking universal N . . . But I say that N deserves the name of ‘necessitation’ only if,
somehow, it really can enter into the requisite necessary connections. It can’t enter into
them just by bearing a name, any more than one can have mighty biceps just by being
called ‘Armstrong’.’ (Lewis 1983, p. 40)
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